CHAPTER V

Conclusion and Suggestion

Conclusion

After analyzing the symbol in Robert Browning poems that has been selected, it can be concluded there were several icon, index and Symbol that appeared in that poems have been selected. The icon appeared once in the poem Women and roses in line 1 stanza 6. Then, index appeared twice in a poem Women and roses in line 1-3 stanza 3 and in line 4-6 stanza 4. The last is symbols were found in all three poems. The symbol categorized into some parts. First is symbol reflected in animal such as fawn, bee, ape, fly and sparrow. The second one is symbol reflected in plants such as flower, rose, tree, leaf, vine, hyacinth and thorn. Symbol reflected in color such as blue, red, grey, black and gold. Symbol reflected in part of body such as ski, hair, eyes, mouth, heart, hand and feet. Next is symbol reflected in nature occurrence such as thunder, sparks, fire, bloom, and sprung. The last is symbol reflected in things such as sword, honey, cup, metals, stone and wings. The mostly appeared symbols reflected in plants. Rose occupied the first place of all appearance.

Suggestion

After completing all the analysis, there are some suggestions that may give inspiration for others student and teachers. The first suggestion is for teachers. The teacher may use this study as instructional material in teaching literary, especially in
teaching poem. The second suggestion is for students. This study may become reference for them who are interested in learning poem. The last is for further study. If the next study wants to analyze poem, other structures of poem such as rhyme, figurative language, theme, and so on may be analyzed. The value that contained in poem can also be analyzed.